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Get ready for chanGe!

The construction market is sparking a lot of interest at the moment. For several 
months now, we have the impression that the different stakeholders in the 
construction industry have been passing the word: it’s time to prepare the 
impending «construction 2.0» revolution! 
Indeed, international consultancy firms and general contractors believe that the 
industry is behind in its digital revolution and that a great number of advances 
and improvements can be expected over the next 10 years. 
Several sectors, notably aerospace and automotive, have started implementing 
Product Life-cycle Management (PLM), thereby reducing design and production 
costs and deadlines, from the initial study to the machining of a model. 
When will the construction industry adopt PLM? A first brick is currently under 

study: Building Information Modelling (BIM).
How will a 3D model of construction works change our industry? And when? 
In close contact with these companies, Arma Plus became involved in this thought process two years ago, and 
future realities are starting to emerge.

In this new issue of the Arma Plus newsletter, we take a look at the Pro Armature Group and its Directors, Eric 
and Pascal Garcin. Despite the challenges of the market, Pro Armature is growing steadily. Like the Group, Eric 
and Pascal are constantly thinking about the future of their business.

I hope you enjoy this issue. 
Jean-Jacques TOUYA, Chairman
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Falling oil and therefore steel prices
Oil prices have been falling for several months now. This energy source represents between 18 and 40% 
of the cost of manufacture of various steel components. It also directly impacts transportation costs. The 
steel industry is therefore experiencing reduced costs in these two areas. 
The decline in domestic demand in China has created surplus stocks worldwide. Coupled with the rising 
dollar, the price of steel has fallen by 17.7% in one year. 
This has impacted global production in several ways. During the first half of 2015, Oceania experienced 
the strongest growth, its production rising by 5.75% for a total production of 2,348 K tonnes. The Middle 
East grew by 2%. The European Union remained stable at +0.08%. The most significant decrease was in 
Africa with -7.70%. North America experienced a decrease of 7.20%. The world production of crude steel 
fell by 1.62% compared to the first half of 2014. China alone still represents 50% of this production, at 
340,164 K tonnes over the period. 

Source : World Steel Association / Usine Nouvelle.

In partnership with the La Baule Yacht Club, Arma Plus is 
organizing a Dragon regatta on 11, 12 and 13 September 2015. 
The Dragon, dubbed the keelboat of the kings, is 86 years old this 

year, and continues to attract more and more enthusiasts. It boasts one of the most active and dynamic 
fleets in the world!
The Dragon regatta will be held after the Atlantic coast competitions and before the departure of the 
boats for the Mediterranean. An event where fun and conviviality will be the order of the day!

The 16th edition of these championships took place on 28, 29 and 30 May in the Bay of La Baule. For 
the third time, the Loire-Atlantique Fire Brigade were responsible for organizing the event. Arma Plus 
supported four times runner-up Jean-Vincent Garnier and his crew who took part this year on a First 
31.7, finishing proudly in second place on the podium! 

As you are already aware, Arma Plus has been very involved for several years now in one of its favourite 
sports: sailing. Below, you will find the latest news from Antoine Devineau, whom we have been 
sponsoring since 2013.

2015 also marks the beginning of two new partnerships:

Market News
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Interview with Eric and Pascal Garcin, 
CEO of Pro Armature

Eric, tell us a bit about your company.  
Pro Armature is a family company founded 
in 1996 and specializing in the manufacture 
of reinforcing steel. We have 12 production 
sites, mainly in the south of France. We currently employ some 240 people, and we limit as much as 
possible our recourse to temporary workers and subcontracting. Our new recruits are trained by our 
most experienced staff. We provide steel to general contractors for public and private procurement 
contracts. In tonnage, we produce 80% of cut and bent and assembled rebars, and about 20% of trade 
products.
 
Why did you choose the Arma Plus solution for managing your rebars? 
When we consulted various rebar management solution providers, Arma Plus was the company whose 
vision of the industry was the most in line with our own. We wanted our solution to achieve a lot in 
terms of use (stock management, production optimization, traceability, invoice reminders, etc.) and we 
found the grey matter we needed at Arma Plus. We continually challenge them, and they know how to 
capitalize on the business expertise we provide. Arma Plus has helped us pool our data and experience. 

Testimonial
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How would you describe your relationship with Arma Plus?
We have a good relationship with them. Our discussions are always constructive, our meetings productive. 
The Arma Plus teams have the resources and the responsiveness we require. We are constantly reassessing our 
industry and our work organization, and in this respect A+Software is an important source of data and a good idea 
incubator. Arma Plus shares our need for efficiency and to quickly attain our goals. 

What impact has this solution had on your daily activities?
A+Software has homogenized both our information and our decision-making systems. We need real-time 
processing of data to support the collaborative culture of our company, and Arma Plus meets this requirement. 
For example, improving stock management by providing access to the data for everyone concerned increases the 
awareness of our teams and improves their work on a daily basis. The order book developed by Arma Plus has also 
been invaluable to us, allowing our management system to develop in the right direction.

How has this changed your relationships with your customers?
While it has not really had an impact as yet, A+Software is, however, a real technological showcase. When 
our customers visit our workshops, the implementation of industrial tools such as the Touch Boxes inspires 
confidence. 
I am convinced that, in the coming years, the sharing and integration of data will improve our relationships with 
our customers. 

What changes has this resulted in where your production organization is concerned?
It has had a significant impact on our production, and it is the cornerstone of our organization. Production is 
better managed at remote operator level and in real time. The data entered in the office is instantly available to the 
operator, notably via the Touch Boxes. This solution gives our teams the means to invest themselves even more in 
their work thanks to real-time visibility of indicators, and we have better visibility of the group as a whole. 

What evolutions would you like to see in your solution? 
We would like to have certain resulting data stored in the database to simplify our queries and to have a more 
efficient decision-making tool. This mainly concerns data dynamically calculated by A+Software on demand 
and therefore not stored: cumulative weight, average diameter or cumulative turnover by type of product and by 
customer. The integration of a business intelligence / data mining system is launched!

How do you see the future with Arma Plus? 
Industrious! We have a lot of work on our plate. And that’s a good thing: we love this perspective of building and 
developing together. Arma Plus is a reliable and responsive partner. There is never any frustration in our dealings 
with them. We work together in a very constructive way.

Eric and Pascal Garcin, CEO of Pro Armature group

Product focus
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Rebar system is a tool that simplifies exchanges with 
your customers and opens the doors to the data you 
want to share. 
You choose the data you want to provide your 
customers with - project, parts, sequences, shapes 
catalogue, delivery slips, etc. - and these data are 
replicated on a secure database in the cloud. Arma 
Plus provides the website hosting the shared files. 
You therefore have no website to manage, and your 
customers do not directly access your database. 
Consequently, there is no risk of a system slowdown or 
of your customers accessing confidential information. 

With Rebar System, your customers can:
• Create and validate plans by connecting up to their projects.
• Consult the detailing done by you and modify or validate it.
• Create lists of steel by import or entry.
• Generate an order based on the detailing. 
• Monitor production progress. 
•  Receive PDF files of administrative documents (delivery slips, invoices, parts lists, quality certificates, 

etc.) by e-mail. 
And to complete the service, when your customers receive their loads, they can open the 
RebarPhoneApp application to control the unloading directly on site. The delivery slip contains a bar 
code for identifying missing parts or delivery errors.

More info on info@armaplus.com

Rebar System:
Staying connected with your customers
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In brief

A+Software: unlimited memory

News from Antoine Devineau

For the past 30 years Arma Plus has been striving to provide its customers with ever more efficient 
solutions. In a world where everything is computerized, it is essential to meet the memory needs of 
tools. 
Continually working on technical improvements, the R&D team has come up with a 64-bit solution. 
This means that the applications and system are no longer limited in terms of memory allocation, this 
new 64-bit solution providing a theoretical limit of 18 billion gigabytes!

For A+Software users, there will no longer be any restrictions on storage volumes for edited documents, 
for example.

«In the last newsletter, I announced I was changing category. 
Three events have taken place since then. First, I competed in the 
Cannes International Week early February. The winds were quite 
low, to the extent that on the second day we returned to shore 
without competing in a race. I nevertheless finished the week in 
16th place overall, 2nd among the French competitors, and 8th in 
the junior/senior category (under 30s) despite some minor errors 
and a disqualification caused by a foul during one of the races. 
Then in March, I took part in the traditional Finn regatta held on 
the Erdre at SNO Nantes. As this regatta took place in my home club, I felt a certain pressure to do well! 
And despite some tough races and the capricious wind on the Erdre, France’s most beautiful river, I 
managed to finish in 3rd place! 
Finally, I competed in the Youth world championships (under 23s) in Valencia, Spain, from 28 June 
to 5 July. This regatta was the goal of the year on the world circuit and allowed me to gauge my 
performances with respect to my main competitors for the Olympic Games of 2020. I admit I was a 
little disappointed after this competition. Although the first day went pretty well, I was not really at ease 
on the Spanish waters and I had a few problems trimming my boat. This regatta nevertheless allowed 
me to evaluate both my strengths and especially my weaknesses, notably the departure phases and 
sailing before the wind. 
I will tell you next time all about my participation in the French Championships in Quiberon from 12 to 
18 July, but believe me, I intend to be up there with the best French racers on the podium! «

Photo credit: Francois Richard
http://antoinedevineau-fra93.e-monsite.com/ 

In your A+Software solution, the «management/distribution of edited 
documents» functionality is installed as standard. The purpose of this 
functionality is to save to a disk copies of all documents edited in A+Software. 
This option includes a set-up screen in order to define where you want to 
create the folder in which the documents will be saved in PDF format. You can 
therefore keep your customer and supplier orders, delivery slips, customer 
invoices, and other such files in this folder. 
This document traceability has often been requested by auditors of companies 
listed on the stock exchange. It is a sure-fire way to track fraud, embezzlement 
or other malicious acts involving the company’s assets.

For more information about this functionality, contact our support team at 
support@armaplus.com.

tIP:
edited documents duly saved and stored 



Preparation of industrial equipment: A quality 
procedure at the service of the customer 

A new partnership
that is making its «mark»  

At Arma Plus, the preparation of industrial equipment is paramount. A whole procedure has been set 
up to ensure quality, premium service, and involves a lot of work upstream to simplify matters for 
our customers.
Several equipment items are concerned by this procedure: terminals, bar code scanners and PDAs for 
shipping control.  

When our customers order equipment, the following steps are triggered internally:
• The sales assistant converts the price quote into an order in A+Software.
•  The logistics manager checks the prices and delivery deadlines with our suppliers. To ensure the 

shortest possible lead times, we have established buffer stocks with our partner suppliers. 
•  The logistics manager then generates the purchase order in A+Software using the supplier price so that 

the data in the system is always up-to-date.
•  When the equipment is delivered, the corresponding receipt of delivery, partial or complete, is entered 

in A+Software.

Next comes the control phase, where the physical condition of the equipment and its correct functioning 
are checked: Wi-Fi, antennas, cables, server connection, etc. Then the equipment is assembled, connected 
and tested on our premises. 

After completing the physical tests, the equipment is configured by our team. They programme the 
standard configuration on the terminals, which are then passed on to our industrial developers to install 
the client’s custom settings as per the specifications. For the bar code scanners, the standard protocol 
defined by Arma Plus is installed. The same procedure is carried out on the PDAs with more testing 
because they involve more complex interactions with A+Software.

The control and configuration stage takes about 3 to 4 days. Traceability of the equipment is implemented 
in order to ensure quality follow-up. Once the equipment is shipped we monitor the receipt of delivery 
and install it on the customer’s premises. Tests are carried out and the users are trained. Thus all the 
industrial advantages of the equipment are available on the customer’s premises. For more information 
on these advantages, check out our website www.armaplus.com.

Arma Plus is constantly looking for efficient solutions tailored to your needs. The management of your 
consumables and their cost is a subject of ongoing reflection for our teams. 

A few months ago, we launched a new material, even more resistant than the last. We needed to 
accompany this new material with the most suitable format offering the very best results. That is why, 
after extensive testing by our Technical Department, we selected Lexmark to partner with us in this new 
challenge. The Lexmark company was created in 1991 when IBM divested its printer and printer supply 
operations. Based in Lexington in the US, Lexmark is listed on the NYSE.

The benefits of this partnership are numerous:
• high quality printing of labels;
• high speed printing; 
• fewer printer jams, tests on 30,000 labels and no jam with our latest format;
• ease of ordering of consumables;
• a dedicated support website in the event of a breakdown with a next day repair guarantee.

From now on, we are able to offer a flexible contract adapted to your label consumption. For more 
information, contact Pauline on +33 (0)2 40 92 05 54.

A+ Group Info

Partner link
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